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and mathematically very wisely using Quantum Mechanics, Theory 
of Relativity, String Theory and Theory of Everything. One of the 
strong reason or answer to our question, if higher dimensions exist 
so why mankind unable to see it, feel it, use it and enter in it, because 
humankind has specific range (frequency spectrum) to hear sounds 
and vision world in that frequency range on as sound spectrum 
20Hz to 20KHz and vision wavelength 330nm to 740nm in terms 
of frequency 430Hz to 770THz. Hence sound and vision below and 
above these ranges humankind unable to catch those are come from 
higher dimensions and we can not control and manipulate them. The 
geometry of dimensions of our world and control by human beings 0 
dimension with no axis i.e. Point, 1 dimension is Line with X-axis, 2 
dimensions is Plane with X-Y-axis to 3 dimensions Cube with X-Y-
Z-axis. With the evidences of Quantum Theory and Relativity Theory 
the 4th dimension is “TIME”. In our world all execution based on these 
four dimensions where 3 dimensions of space+ 1 dimension Time 
= 4 dimensional “Space-Time”. Mankind where can control three 
dimensions of space but only flow/execute with 4th dimension Time 
which is uncontrollable for humankind you do not have much control 
over this 4th dimension called time. You cannot manipulate it like how 
you manipulate the 3 dimensions. You can move forward, backward, 
upward or downward as you wish in space, but not backward in time. 
You don’t have full control over it,. For example if I want to meet 
my son Nameer who worked somewhere, so first we mutually decide 
where to meet .i.e. “Space” and month, week, day, hour with minutes 
and seconds .i.e. “Time”. Suppose I decided to meet him at Hotel 
Taj Mumbai, forth floor on Time Monday 01 June 2020 at 5:30 p.m. 
After fixed meeting if instead of 01 June 5:30 p.m. by hearing error 
I went to meet him on 02 June on same time 5:30 p.m. I am unable 
to meet my son Nameer, who waited for me one day before on same 
place “Space” on decided time 5:30 p.m. hence for time correction I 
can not go back in past timeline from 02 June 2020 to 01 June 2020 
to meet my son Nameer. If have I have ability to manipulate “Time” 
Now I had the ability to manipulate I could visit the same coffee shop 
at any point in its timeline. I can simply rewind and meet him Monday 
01 June 2020 evening 5:30 p.m. Hence 4th dimension time explained. 
The Bulk/ Brane using Hyperspace connect in Wormhole region can 
be 5th dimension. The Bulk and its gravity also have been made as a 
physical dimension. Time has ability to transcend through space. All 
the 3 dimensions of the space. Hence it becomes the 4th dimension. 
Bulk with Gravity has the ability to transcend space and time. All 
the 4 dimensions. So it becomes the 5th dimension. Now back to my 

example I Prof. (Dr.) Md. Sadique Shaikh on wanted to meet my son 
Nameer with back in “Timeline” in past on 01 June 2020 from 02 
June 2020 with ability to back and forth, up and down, reverse and 
forward with manipulate and rewind the forth dimension “Time”. But 
the big question for me even if I rewind the time and enter in past 
which is occurred one day before and became “Quantum Data” in 
Universe, how to search my son Nameer in that “Bulk Quantum Data” 
of past time of Universe in time slot 01 June 2020 Monday, which is 
itself again so big. For this regard I need time speculation that is I 
know where to look for him in the timeline, since I have spoken to 
him earlier and even you have forgotten the exact time both fixed to 
meet up, have a faint idea as to when could it be. I guess would be 
more correct than that of any random person about Nameer existence 
on Monday evening since we both have a CONNECTION (Quantum 
Bonding/ Quantum Point of Contact) that we both shared before. This 
is the reason I knows when to find my son Nameer in that timeline 
and find that appropriate time to provide the quantum data. Reason 
is we have bonding of love and I have this ability to read, understand 
and find Quantum Data when I became “Five Dimensional Being” in 
Universe in Bulk or Hyperspace connected with Wormhole or might 
be with another likewise “Possibility”. Because we both understand 
the language of parsletounge (love) we could communicate. Its also 
proposed and proved that “Love” is the one thing that we humans 
know of that has the ability to transcend through “Space” and 
“Time” just like gravity. Hence apparently “Bulk Gravity” is the fifth 
dimension which gives me ability to not only rewind timeline to enter 
in past but also to find my son Nameer in past with high dimensional 
“Tesseract (Supercubes)” at Taj Hotel fifth floor on 01 June 2020 at 
5:30 p.m. from available past “Quantum Data” from Space fabric/
Quantum Foam. Another possibility also proposed time is very slow 
at “Event Horizon” of Blackhole also possibility when “Singularity” 
of two different Brane Blackholes connected which each other form 
Wormhole, where time is very slow down .i.e. “Warp Spacetime” at 
“Event Horizon” and its point of no return even lights can not escape it. 
Time is too slow you can assume if I am coming to meet Nameer from 
such region of Space Nameer and I having the same ages or I have 
slightly high age from Nameer. Though it’s too complex to understand 
but its reality of low slow or “End of Time” at Event Horizon with 
Gravitational Anomalies explained very well by Kip Thorne in his 
Movie “Interstellar” and Book “The Science of Interstellar” and also 
covered by me in my Book “Hyperspace and Higher Dimensions”. 
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Interaction  
As space physics becoming advanced with new and new exploration 

and evidences of proposed theories like Cosmic Microwave 
Background, Gravitational Waves, Time Dilation, Space-Time 
Warping, Hyperspace and Multiverse, Wormholes (not proved yet), 
Blackhole images captured recently, Antimatter, Quantum Gravity, 
Quantum Foam, Gravitational Anomalies, Dark Energy, Explore to 
Interstellar and other brane and bulk, exploration of planets which 
are billion trillion light years away from our solar system and galaxy 
and one of centered point of research is higher dimensions of space 
exist? And the answer is Yes. Higher dimensions of exist and even up 
to 11th dimensions of space proposed in several books and research 
papers though they are not proved practically but proved theoretically 
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